JetLink Remote
Management Solution
for Money Machine® 2
™

Web-based machine administration and reporting

JetLink Benefits at a Glance
Real-time notification
•Increase uptime
•Boost usage/revenue
Full administrative control
•More efficient use of staff
•Real-time content modification
System security
•Mitigate risk
•Preserve accountability
Flexible setup
•Remote configuration
•Customization options
Wireless connectivity
•Simplified installation
•Minimal deployment cost
•Rapid field rollout

With JetLink, there
is no waiting for
a problem to be
reported – machines
stay up and running.
Increased uptime
promotes a better
consumer experience,
and happy customers
come back, boosting
usage and ROI.

Centralized fleet administration increases program efficiency
JetLink™ remote management solution allows you to centralize operations for
your machines to reduce time and staff involvement. Secure, remote user
access to Money Machine®2 status is available 24/7. One employee using
JetLink can perform the daily balancing, administrative and reporting activities
for your entire fleet of Money Machine 2 coin counters – even monitoring
coin container levels and pickup schedules. This greatly reduces the need
for tellers, cashiers or other on-site staff to interact with your machines and
ensures optimal efficiency for your coin program.

Real-time alert status means less downtime
Error/alert status is communicated in real time, so you can identify machine
error conditions as soon as they occur and resolve minor issues quickly. The
JetLink administrator can immediately schedule coin pickup when a machine
shows near full. That helps to keep machines up and running and downtime to
a minimum. The administrator can contact on-site personnel to perform minor
maintenance tasks such as replacing a paper roll or clearing a jam. They may
also be able to identify other issues and call Cummins Allison to troubleshoot
or dispatch immediate service, if needed.

Training is quick and easy
Intuitive website navigation makes learning JetLink simple. Select
machines, make changes, and quickly download updates to all.
JetLink features include the ability to: customize fee/no fee and
amount or percentage; modify text/messages on receipts; and
execute promotions, pricing, product and advertising updates.

Requirements

JetLink Transaction Totals Report shows coin volume for a specified
period of time.

Reconcile deposits and monitor program success
with remote system data
JetLink polls machines daily for the latest transaction and activity
records. Customer administrators can use this data to do the
daily balancing for all locations and reconcile their bank deposits.
You can also collect and analyze data to monitor the success of
your coin program. This insight into early trends and client usage
can help you make informed business decisions and adjust your
promotions and pricing as needed.

An internet-connected PC is required to access JetLink website.
Recent versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer and Google
Chrome are supported. The website is password protected with
access levels determined by administrator-assigned roles and
permissions.
All Money Machine models support JetLink with the installation
of the appropriate hardware/software components and a data
communications link. Fees include a one-time implementation
fee and an annual service fee. Wireless fees include a one-time
connection fee and annual data plan.

Multiple electronic and printed reports can be generated from
this data for one or multiple machines, including:
•Transaction summary
•Transaction detail
•Bin pickup reports
•Alert history
All reports can be exported in 5 different formats, including Excel.
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Learn how this affordable solution
can provide remote access and
management capabilities for your
Money Machine fleet.
Contact us at:
cumminsallison.com/jetlink-ssc
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Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. We also offer a complete
line of full-function automated teller machines (ATMs). Our leadership in technology and product innovation spans more than 125 years. Cummins Allison serves the
majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers
would recommend our products and services.
The company holds more than 350 patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes hundreds of local
Cummins Allison representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, wholly-owned subsidiaries in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Ireland and
Australia and is represented in more than 70 countries around the world.
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